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Abstract
Science, perhaps as much as any other popular topic, has been a source of fascination, faith, and
frustration in the mass media for the past three decades.
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Science, Mass Media, and the Public'
PHll.,UP J. TICHENOR

S CIENCE, PERHAPS AS MUCH as any other popular topic,
has been a source of fascination, fa ith, and fnl stration in the
mass media for the pas t three decades. We seldom seem to
waver from the belief that science holds the key to the mysteries
of the universe and the solution to man's greatest problems. At
least, our mass media reports and portrayals of science and research have buttressed these beliefs, however skeptical the writers and their quoted sources may have been.
Science reporting today, however, may be starting to undergo
some basic changes, partly because of audience reactions which
journalists have learned about, partly because of convictions of
some writers that changes arc needed, and partly because of the
grow ing involvement of science and technology in pressing social
problems.

Science and Social Issues
Science today is clearly domin ating more space in our print
media and more time on broadcast stations. Along with this increased attention, science is being treated more as a public affairs
issue than ever before. Science reporting is no less "practical"
today than in the past; if anything, science wri ters probably
perceive increased pressure to relate science to everyday problems of people and their institutions. The principal change is
that science reporting is no longer confined to reporting of findin gs and discoveries alone. Mass media increas ingly are dealing
with questions about who gets research funds, what problems
• Paper presented at the Communication Seminar sponsored by USDA and
Experiment Station Committee on Policy. Washington, D.C., January 26, 197 1.
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will be studied, and whether scientists should take part in public
decisions about application of scientific findings and technology.
Many of us remember well the Flash Gordon and Buck Rogers
approach to science reporting of the 1930's and 1940's. It may
seem curious that so much mass media science content in those
days portrayed science as sort of a madcap fantasy, yet predicted,
quite well, technological achievements which have since been
realized. Whether this early popularized science was more detenninistic than prophetic is an interesting historical question ,
but the important point is that it reflected a monumental attachment to the wonders of research and technology in 'Vestern
Civilization. There was fascination with the idea of controlling
major diseases, splitting the atom, deciphering the genetic code,
exploring outer space, and understanding human behavior.
Today it may appear at times that some of our sheer fascination with the dazzling achievements of science has worn off. At
least, certain topiCS have lost much of their fanner appeal. It
appears from opinion polls that the moon landin g was opposed,
either passively or actively, by a noticeable portion of the population and that a majority felt that too much money was being
spent on the project-even before men first set foot on lunar
soil in July 1969. Early support for the race to the moon may
well have been based more on a national competitive spirit than
on an interest in science as such. When Premier Khrushchev
pulled Russia out of the race, public support for the U.s. space
program waned.
It is important to keep in mind that while interest in specific
science projects may have declined, Americans seem to have
maintained their boundless faith in the technologic ethic, as it
has been called. When asked about the major achievements of
science, polled respondents have regularly cited technology and
improvement of the standard of living above everything else. In
a recent shtdy in northern Minnesota, respondents were presented with this item:
"Technology got us into the environmental crisis, and technology
will get us out."

Eighty-three per cent agreed (1). If there is concern about the
side effects of science today, it may well be described as a confident concern.
Popular support for science has never been based on a worACE QUA RTERLY
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sh ip of science and intellectualism in isolation, but on the expectation that scientific research would lead to practical solutions
of wllat seemed to be the pressing problems. Mass media writers
have repeatedly reflected this popular reaction by selecting those
findings and scientific reporters that seem to bear on specific
and widely-recogn ized human problems. A major difference today may be that nonscientists are no longer willing to let scientists, by themsel ves, decide what problems ought to be studied.

Descriptive, Consenstts RepOi ting
o

During the 1950's, particularly, we witnessed a period of what
may be termed descriptive, consensus reporting of science and
technology. In some areas such as agriculture, the period has
been perhaps even longer. Agricultural press services have been
feeding research findings from the USDA and state university
experiment stations to the pubHc for well over a half cenhll"y.
Many a county agent today would look with envy on the heavy
use of agriculhlral research articles in rural newspapers of the
Midwest even before World War I and the passing of the SmithLever Act itself. General and speCialized farm publications
have, of course, been heavily saturated with research content
for a sim ilar time period.
Agricultural and medical research reporting have shared at
least two important similarities, particularly in the immediate
decade or two after the war. First, both subject areas are often
reported on a fairly descriptive, one-research-project-at-a-time
basis . This practice may stem partly from the tendency in college information offices to base science releases on convention
papers and journal articles; other reasons may include a reluctance to confront disagreements among scientists at the same
institution workin g in similar areas . In any case, newspapers
and magaZines are ordinarily obliged to accept this pattern of
reporting or do their own integrative, interpretive writing. Secondly, there has been a strong consensus flavor to both medical
and agricultural reporting. By and large, readers of agricultural
and medical research in the 1940s and 1950's were led to think
that each particular fi nding was. accepted by the scientific community as a whole. It has been a rare science feature article
that reflected the doubts, differences, and debates among different
researchers.
JULY-SEPTEMBER 1971
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C01lSe11SttS vs.

Conflict

;11

Scit!1Zce

Social conflict over flu oridation and cigarette smoking in the

1950's should have tipped us off to

tJ1C

possibili ty that some

fundamental cleavages may exist among research experts and
between the scienti6c community and other interest groups and
social institutions. Yet, the smoking-cancer issue apparently was
not taken seriously by either the mass media or the public until
the early 1960's. It was easy to pass off the fl uoridation debate
as merely an attack on reputable scientific authority by extremists. However, the pesticide issue raised by the book Silent Spring

in tIle early 1960's warned writers and the public that science
can lead to genuine social conflict in variou s ways. Th is book

qu estioned the role of the individual scientist and research or·
ganizations in supplying research data wi thout waming SOciety
about the possible side effects of the resultant technology. It
also illustrated th e fact that established researchers in the same
disciplines can disagree sharply over interpretation of scientific
findings themselves.
In many ways, Silent Spriflg Signalled the beginnin g of a new
trend in mass media coverage of science and technological issues.
The kinds of issues raised there are now appearing more fre·
quently in news, feat ure, and editorial columns. We may be
witnessing the development of a period wIlen science may be
subjected to critical writing much as other areas of social en·
deavor, such as arts and politics, have been covered . The future
seems to promise increased reporti ng of science· related activity
in tenns of its various conRict dimensions. We can expect criti·
cal, interpretive writing to concentrate on aspects of science
which only rarely were held up for public observation in the
past. This reporting will deal with science as a social subsystem
and the part it plays in collective, public decision-making. It
will deal with the role of scientist as an individual in public
issues and con Ricts. It will deal more intensely with the varying
interpretations which different scientists may apply to specific
findings and data, particularly as interpretation relates to press ing public decisions.

Research

Otl

Science W riling

We have witnessed in the past 20 years not only an increase
in science writing, but an increased amount of research on the
6
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communication process itself. This research has taken several
forms, and it is well to examine the principal results from different approaches to gain some insights into the future of science
writing.
One of the more inclusive traditions in the study of commu nication has been diffusion research, which has produced a great
deal of insight into the manner by which fanners, for example,
use various information sources at success ive stages in the decision process (2). One point abou t interpretation of these studies
is especially important for understanding when and how media
infonnation figures in th e technological decisions made by people. In several of these stud ies, fa rmers were asked to rank
sources of information according to their relative importance at
each stage. From the fin dings, it has generally appeared that
farmers rank media highest at the awareness stage, and personal sources highest at the final adoption (or rejection) stage.
This, however, is only part of the story and it would be incorrect
to conclude that the function of mass media in agricultural decision-makin g is merely to increase awareness. When total usc
of information sources is measured, the usual findin g is that
farmers, along with most people on most decisions, use mass
media more at the point of adoption than at any other time (3).
But when the cmcial point of decision comes, a person is engaging in so much communication behavior, mass media included, that he rates mass media low. This high level of communicative behavior often continues long after adoption. Fann
magazine editors know full well that the person most likely to
read an article about a new feed handling system is one who
recently installed such a system. Car advertisers know that
people often read new car advertisements long after buying one.
There is ample evidence, then, that mass media content about
science and technology may be used, and used heavily, hefore,
during, and after an adoption decision. There may be several
reasons. Mass media content may help legitimize a decision for
a person who has been in a personal conflict state. Media content
may have utility. Or it may be merely familiar and interesting.
The point is that decis ions take place in a pluralistic environment of infonnation and communication. Modem man often
seeks a high level of information inputs when he has to make
up his mind about something. A given source may not be decisive, but it may be part of a configuration of infonnation items
JULY-SEPTEMBER 1971
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which shape the way the decision is made, and the way it is
rationalized and ma in ta ined by the person.

General Pop1llation Factors
General population surveys have provided a variety of insights into audience interest in science, and use of mass media
conten t about it. From these studies, conducted nationally and
in various states and commu nities, several conclusions seem
warranted.
L Compared with public affairs news in general, there is exceptionally high public interest in health, medicine, nutrition,
GIld most other topics relating to everyday welfare . Med icine
and health, moreover, represents a large area in which women
consistently learn more from the media than men-even with
education held constant. Furthermore, medicine and health is
a case in which fam il iarity and knowledge is often as high among
persons whose edu cation stopped at high school as among persons with college training (4). High use by media of medical
and nutrition al information reflects ed itorial appreciation of this
interest.
2. In most areas of science - medicine and health p(l.ltially
excepted - public use of science content in the media is highly
correlated with socioeconomic status. This pattern has some farreachin g consequences. One outcome of heavy publicity about
a science topic is creation of an ever-widening knowledge gap
between social status groups. That is, the difference in knowledge between persons at higher and lower status leve1s tends to
increase as a topic is heavily publicized (5). Space research is
one example. In 1950, there was virtually no difference across
status levels in belief that man would eventually reach the moon.
Such belief was low no matter what one's status happened to be
then. As time wore on and space research received increasing
publicity, a gap developed between high and low education
groups, as highly educated persons accepted the belief at a more
rapid rate. The gap continued to widen, at least until 1965 when
the last such question was asked in a national poll. This pattern
leaves us wondering about how mass the med ia really are on
this sort of topic. It's still an open qu estion whether television
programs can help reduce this knowledge gap.
S. Strong attitudes and high knowledge of mass media science
8
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content tend to go together. In a frequ ently-quoted national survey done in 1957 for the NASW, persons were asked several
questions about how favorable they were to science. Those with
favorable attitudes tended to be persons who had learned more
science from the media, but that difference was often slight (6).
A much sharper difference appeared between persons who had
any attitude (favorable or othelwise) and those who had none
at all. In several community studies in Minnesota recen tly, we
asked individuals to read various science articl es and then state
their recall and understanding. The findings have marked implications for the view that science reportin g of the future will
deal more heavily with social confl ict. We found no marked
tendency for persons with stron g attitudes to understand these
articles less. Tn one case-a con troversy over a nuclear generating plant-persons with strong attitudes, both for and against
the plant, clearly understood news articl es about the issue better
than persons who hadn't made up their minds yet (7). The implication is that, contrary to some views, learning about science
in the media sometimes actually increases when there is a controversy. The "touchy" issues of social conOict are often the
ones that interest people, and science and technology is no exception. It seems quite likely that recent public debate over
nutritional value of breakfast cereal may have stimu lated interest to the point where a favorable climate was created for
learning about nub'itional research , A trend toward more conflict reportin g in science, tllen, may occur at least partly as a
reaction to audience interest.

Content Factors
One of the most pervasive conclusions about science writing is
that, for understandability, it should con tain a minimum of polysyllabic words and a minimal number of words per sentence (8),
It may seem curious, given the common sense nature of th is
statement and its frequ ency in research literature, that science
writers often ignore it. But it may turn out that there is good
reason to question the simplistic notion that simpler writing
makes for better communication of scientific results, Most of the
readability stud ies have been done in laboratory or classroom
situations with written materials varying widely in format and
style. In recent Minnesota field studies, we compared audience
JULY-SEPTEMBER 1971
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understand in g of variou s scie nce and environmental news articles.
We repeatedly found little or no relationship between Flesch

readability scores and understanding of content.
\ ·Vhe n we further examined content, however, we noticed

some patterns which may help shed some new light on the problem of communicating scienti fic language and terminology.
1. Sheer number of scientific terms in a news article seemed
to beal' little relationship to llnderstanding. That is, in general ,
articles with few or 110 technical concepts were understood no
better (nor worse) than articles that conta ined severaL However, it seemed quite clear that writers who took the trouble to
explain scientific tenns were rewarded by highe r audience U Il derstanding (9). The news article containing a higher nu mber
of scientific terms accompanied by explanations seemed to get
more meaning across to readers than articles that contained only
a few unexplained concepts or none at all. A word of qualification: Articles in these surveys were taken directly from newspapers, as written by reporters. None contained as much technical jargon as might be found in , say, a technical joumal.
2. New scientific teNY/$ may be introduced into language quite
readily if the y are used repeatedly and if each term is given a
11wre or less singular mea ning. In this sense, a term which is
brand new to a person may have an advantage over one that
sounds familiar but evokes several conflicting meanings. Take
space age terms such as lunar module, orbital capsule, miss ile
trajectory, and supersonic transport. Or medical and nutritional
terms, such as organ rejection , cardiac arrest, poly-unsaturated
fats, and caloric content. Or compare writin g about lunar
modules on the one hand, and edu cational modules on the other.
It may be that social science concepts require more explana tion
than terms in the physical world, precisely because of the fac t
tlmt they have an in itial ring of familiari ty and evoke competing
meanings which may interfere with communication.
3. \Ve may fail to appreciate the ability of numbers - data, if
you wiU- to communicate meaning. 'While some experiments
have been done on graphiC ways of presenting research data, the
underlyin g assumption often seems to be that numbers comprise
a necessary evil in science communication. Ye t, to a great extent, that assumption may be incorrect. In several Minnesota
studies already mentioned, a frequent fin din g is that people
quite readily read and recall numbers-sometimes more readily
10
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than any other single component in the message. Perhaps this
shouldn't be sUl})rising. \¥e live, after all, in a d ata-ori en ted
society; witness our attachment to numbers and our daily use
of them. Prices, acreages, crop yields, au tomobile specifications,
clothing sizes, flight schedules, football scores and records,
weather reports, stock market quotations- we are immersed in
data continually. Members of a quantitatively-minded culture
might well be expected to seize upon numerical un its wherever
they appear-if, of course, these numbers refer to units which
themselves can be given some fai rly unambiguous meaning.
We reasoned that, up to a pOint, understanding ought to improve as science news articles contain more numbers. In general, this expectation has been supported, and the relationship is
curvilinear (10). There is a po int at wh ich massive use of numbers seems to lead to "jamming," and the jamming point seems
to vary wi th the top ic. A very worthwhile area for furthe r study
and evaluation is the way people respond to different forms of
data presentation. Science writers have been reluctant to include
data tables. But considering the free use of statistics in sports
and busi ness reporting, it may be that an effective communicative device for science reporting is being overlooked.

Reporters, Scientists, and Editors - The System
On e of the traditional attractions of journalism, reporting
especially, is the opportunity it supposedly provides to exercise
indi viduality and self-initiative . Given the systems within which
science writers operate, however, it may be questionable whether
such individuality and self-initiati ve is being exercised in a way
that leads to better public understanding of science.
On e of the Minnesota studies in volved an extensive in vesti gation of the process by which 73 differen t, locally-written science
news and feature articles in metropolitan newspapers were put
together by reporters varying in background and expe rience (11).
The articles had been shown to respondents in a survey who
read them and stated, as best they could , their recall of article
content. Audience statemen ts were then extracted and shown
to the scientist-sources who were asked to judge their accuracy.
The per cent of audience statemen ts about an article which were
judged as generally accurate by the source then provided a
measure of un derstandability of each article, Table 1.
JULY-SEPTEMBER 1971
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TABI..I::

1.

C O,"D1VSICATIOS ACCVIIACY; Plm Ct;::-.'T O F AVl)u:,," CI:: STATt:MI::/I.'TS
1VI)CED AS "'ACCU IIATE" IIY SC IESTISTS Q UOTED IN THI:: AlIl'lC LttS

Per cent of articles

Per cent of st."ltemcnts

(N

Over 91 per cent _.................................................................. _................ _...... _............ __ .... _...................... ..
8 1..90 per cent .... __ .................................. _......................... _.............. _ .............................
71 ..80 per cent ......... ___ .. __ ........................................ _................. _._ .............. _
61-70 per eent .. _........ _.... _...... _.... _.......... _._ ...•......•••. _... _.................................... _
51·60 per cent.__ ... _. ____ ... __ ... __ .......... __ ........ __ .... __ .. __ .... __ .. ___ .. ___ ... __ .. ___ ....
41·50 j)er ccnt ....................... _....................................................... _.....
Under 40 per cent __....... _........................................... _..... _..... _.... _........ .
T OT A L .. __ .... _•.. _••.. ___ .... _. ___ ... ___ .... _ ... _.... __ .. __ ... _.. __ ... _.... ___ . __ ._. ____ ...... _

M eall

=

73)

7
7

25
23
18
13
7

100

= 64.52 lJef cent

With this performance criterion , it was possible to look at
the process of science reporting from an elementary systems
perspecti ve. A basic question was this: vVould understandability
be more highly related to system energy (enthusiasm and motivation) or would it be more closely tied to system control fa ctors
(such as news policies and supervision)?
In this particular study, it appeared that system control was
often decisive in predictin g understandability of what reporters
wrote. For example, articles assigned by editors, and those based
on press releases, were both well above average in understan dability. In contrast, articles undertaken by reporters on their
own se lf-init ia ti ve were about average, and those based on
coverage of public meetings were sharply below average, Table 2.
The press release is a case of high control; rc1eases tend to
get heavy review before distribution to mass media. Editor as Signment may well be both a motivational and a control factor.
Given th e superiOl·-subordinate rc1ationship in most news rooms,
it may not be surprising that on these particular news articles,
reporters often turned out their best efforts when the ed itor ial
ch ief told them what to do. Furthermore, articles quoting adT A BLE 2.

M A,,"N I::II Ot' I N IT IATION O t" SCII':," CE NEws AIITIC LttS ANI)
Co~I~IUN ICATION ACCURACY

Method of initiation

Numbcr of
cases

Avcrage
communication
accuracy score

Rcportcr ~nw press release or journal articlc._..... _... _.
Hcportcr lcarncd about topic at public mceting _.......
HCl)Ortcr originated article on own initiativc __ ...... _..
Editor assiAnoo reporter to <\0 the a rticle ..... ._ ..... _

12
21

71.66
55.62

25
15

73.20

12
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ministrators were higher on understandabil ity than those quoting teacher-researchers.
Personal contact between reporters and scientists was related
to understandabili ty, but only up to a point. That is, articles
written after a telephone or single face-to-fa ce interview were
well above those based on no personal contact at all, other than
notes taken during a talk. But there seemed to be a point of
diminish in g returns here. In a few cases where scientist and
writer had frequent, and long, telephone and face-to-face meetings, performance seemed to drop off, Table 3. Th ere seemed to
be several reasons; in some cases the repeated contacts were a sign
that the reporter was having great difficulty getting the story
straight. In other cases an irritation facto r may have set in.
T A IJLt:

3.

RE:PORTER-Scn '::'TIST Co.'l.'TACT A:'O Col>Il>IU:' ICATIOS ACCURACY
OF ScIE~CE Nl'-ws An-ncu:s

Extent of contact

Number of cases

Average
commun icatiOil
accuracy score

No colltact __ ... _.... __________________________ .. ______ . ___ .. __ .
Telephonc only _____ .__ . __ .. ___ .___ . ____ .____ .. ___ .___ .. ___ .
Onc face-to-face ... __ .. ___ ... __ .. _______ . ____ .___ .. ___ ._____
Two or more face-to-face __ .___ .. ________ ._____
Two or more telephone plus face- to-face____

11
17
25
9
11

62.7
67.0
63.0
72.0
59.63

\~hile inexperienced reporters often showed considerable apprehension about interview ing scientists, th ey n ever th e less
tended to perform as well as the more experienced science writers,
according to the criterion in this study. Underlyin g their apprehension is a fund amental status problem between scientist
and writer which may raise a massive barrier to interaction on
a genu inely professional basis. This status gap was apparent in
several ways. For one th ing, scientists tended to downgrade the
value of journalist occupations, contrasted with medicine and
engineerin g. For another, scientists tended to attribute to re·
porters a low regard for accuracy in reporting and a disproportionately high regard for "reader interest." Scient ists and reporters were asked to rank fi ve criteria for evaluating news stories
-accuracy, interest to readers, usefulness to readers, prompt
publi cation , and uniqueness. Also, scientists were asked how
they thought reporters would rank these values. Results were
similar to those from oth er studies; scientists rated accuracy No.
1 and generally expected reporters to rate accuracy lower. The
reporters own ratings, however, were Virtually identical to those
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TiI..llu; 4.

SCIk:S1·ISTS· Ck:NEHAL. AND SPECIFIC ATrrnJl)ES 1'01'.'11.10) $CIENCk:
NEWS A"' U H EI'OIlTEIIS

Per cent
reporting

Attitude
Toward science news
Hate science news in general as "generally accurate"....................
Hate illl article {Iuoting the scientist as "generall y accurate ..... _..
To ward rellorters
"Very willing" to help "other" reporters in th e future.................
"Very willing" to help the reporter, who rcecntly
quoted the scientist, in the future...

58.9
94.5
49.3
63.0

which the scientists gave for themselves. Accuracy was as important in reporter rankings as it was for the scientist.
Scientists' evaluation of science writing is characterized by
general criticism and specific praise. Nearly half of the scientists
interviewed were highly critical of mass media science reporting
as a whole. More than a third of the scien tists simply labelled
mass media science as "generally in accurate." But when asked
abou t articles in which they themselves had been quoted, all
except two of the 73 scientists judged the articles generally
accurate. And in spite of what was often a cautious opening
session with the reporter, the scientists ended up in all but
three cases as perfectly willing to work with the same reporter
in th e future, Table 4.
It seems that when a reporter approaches a scien tist he hasn't
met before, there is an immediate distrust and tension barrier
to overcome and the reporter is well aware of it. But the barrier
can be overcome and frequentl y is, as th is study demonstrates.
What seemed to impress the research specialists most was the
ab ility of reporters to listen, take notes, and ask questions.
SpeCific knowledge of the field bei ng covered was not much of
a factor in gaining scientist cooperation-at least not in this
study.
This wary regard in which reporters hold science, however,
would seem to be a pri ncipal reason for the continu ed tendency
among many writers to content themselves with descriptive, consensus reporting. Wh ile this study was deliberately restricted to
locally-w ritten articles quoting a si ngle source, our scanni ng for
content over a three-month period revealed few art icles that
quoted several different research speCialists. The article quoting
different scientists who disagree on a topiC was almost nonexistent in these metropolitan newspapers.
14
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Yet, if science reporting is to maximize reader interest and
provide realistic inputs for public and private decision-making,
it may be necessary to move away from the traditional assumption that science produces consensus. There are already some
indications that science reporting of the future will reRect more
of the debates within science. In fact, as science becomes more
of a truly public activity, these debates would be expected to
become more widely known as a matter of course. In many
cases there will be some surprise and shock registered with
the realization that recognized authorities interpret the same
data in quite different, and often irreconcilable, ways. A federal
judge recently observed this adversary relationship in court
proceedings over whether a mining firm shou ld be allowed to
discharge taconite tailings into Lake Superior.
Adversary relationships among scientists may well become
common public knowledge as research specialists become involved in more and more public and private decisions. It may
be that an important generalization from agricultural diffusion
research applies to mass distribution of science information in
a wide range of media. The generalization is that scientific information from mass media provides inputs for final decisions,
but not determinants. Scientific information may affect the decision, but it is not necessarily decisive. Our historical practice
of reporting scientific findings as if they reflect both consensus
of the scientific community and prescriptions for action may be
both difficult to accomplish and unrealistic as ma jor issues arise.
Writers have, perhaps understandably, feared the loss of scientists as ne\vs sources through reporting of controversies in science.
Yet, writers may also do well to remember that much of the
motivation to report science today comes from the research community itself. A rising level of professionalism in science writing
could reduce much of the journalistic apprehension based on
status differences. Whether such levels of professionalism in
fact increase may depend both upon training of writers themselves, and on willingness of media and information organizations to accommodate and reward writers on a basis that makes
them professionally comparable to research scientists.
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